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Abstract 

The tools of social network analysis offer a promising framework for studying fictional texts and the relational 

activity of the characters therein. The goal of this paper is to offer both a conceptual refinement of the 

project of measuring the centrality of characters within narratives using network tools, as well as the proposal 

of a novel measure with which to do so. Conceptually, we argue that as questions of time, order and sequence 

are central in narratives, measures of characters’ narrative importance should be based on dynamic network 

representations which respect the time-ordering of narrative events. We suggest a directed dynamic measure 

of relative character importance based on character interactions and illustrate it through an examination of 

gender in the 2015 film Star Wars: The Force Awakens. We find that the measure helps illuminate important 

narrative dynamics which cannot be captured by static measures, and presents a platform on which future 

character network research can productively build. 
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1. Introduction

This paper aims to develop a character interaction-based approach to investigating the positions of 

characters within film narratives. As we outline in the following section, several studies now exist which 

recognise the potential of network analysis for offering insights into the study of fictional narrative texts and 

the characters therein (e.g. Moretti 2011; Sack 2014; Waumans et al. 2015). These studies range from in-depth 

textual readings of particular texts to computational interventions in literary network extraction with little to 

no literary analysis. What the studies all share is the assumption that network tools might assist in the analysis 

of narrative texts, an assumption largely born out of the growing field of digital humanities scholarship. In this 

paper, we aim to contribute to the literature in this area by intervening in the discussion of how we relate node-

level network measures to interpretative readings of characters’ positions within narratives. Engaging with key 

ideas from narratology and narrative comprehension scholarship, we argue that the dominant approach of 

applying off-the-shelf centrality measures such as degree and betweenness to aggregated static character 

networks limits the usefulness of the character networks approach because of the amount of narrative 

 

1 Published version available from https://www.journals.elsevier.com/social-networks. 
2 Part of this work by the first author was completed as a Visiting Researcher to the Social Networks Lab in the Melbourne 
School of Psychological Sciences. 
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information that is lost through aggregation. Instead, we draw on recent developments in representing and 

analysing temporal network dynamics to develop a dynamic measure of the relative narrative positions of 

characters through time (Broccatelli et al. 2016; Everett et al. 2018; Moody 2002). Our contention is that dynamic 

approaches such as the one we pursue here are needed in order to capture the way the story is told through its 

characters. Thus, we contribute both a conceptual refinement to the project of measuring narrative centrality 

in character networks, as well as the proposal of a novel measure for doing so. These contributions are offered 

as exploratory steps towards a more analytically productive platform for future network-based study of narrative 

texts. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we provide an outline of existing approaches to 

analysing fictional texts through character network models. Then, we consider the problem of how to say 

something meaningful about the relative importance of nodes within the narrative, focusing on how to 

appropriately represent narratives as network data given the importance of sequence in narratives. We suggest 

a number of principles for measuring narrative centrality, and outline a method for configuring film texts as 

character interaction networks based on the distribution of lines of dialogue between characters. Following this 

discussion, we propose a new approach to measuring the narrative positions of characters in fictional texts and 

define a dynamic relational measure based on the acts of speaking and being spoken to. As well as offering a 

conceptual modelling framework for analysing the relative importance of characters in a narrative, some formal 

properties of the proposed measure are further explored in the appendix. Because of the dynamic nature of the 

measure, only some properties are analytically tractable, and we cannot provide an exhaustive formal analysis 

within the scope of this paper. However, the analysis of idealised examples we present could be complemented 

by simulations in the future. Finally, we offer an application of this measure to the 2015 film Star Wars: The 

Force Awakens, drawing out the gendered dynamics in the film. This case study illustrates some of the things 

the measure allows us to observe about the ways in which characters relate to the narrative that cannot be 

inferred from static measures. In particular, through a focus on the vocal and relational disempowerment of 

women in film narratives, we show that the approach allows us to use character network data to engage with 

existing debates in the study of social representation in fictional narrative texts in a way which previous 

character network approaches cannot. We argue that by focusing on the conceptual links between narrative 

texts and the way we represent them as data, network-based measures such as this have the potential to 

contribute more to character-oriented scholarship on those texts than existing approaches have been able to 

offer. 

2. Character networks 

A character network is any network representation in which the nodes are characters in a fictional text. 

There now exists a number of character network-based studies of literary texts (e.g. Agarwal et al. 2012; Elson 

et al. 2010; Grayson et al. 2016; Kydros et al. 2015; Jayannavar et al 2015; Min and Park 2016; Moretti 2011; 

Sack 2014; Waumans et al. 2015). These literary character network studies have primarily been concerned with 

questions of network topology, the process of computational extraction of networks from literary texts, and 

validating existing literary and network theories using extracted character network data. Though these studies 

vary in tie definition, scope and audience, one of the common threads they share is their recognition that the 

analytical tools of social network analysis can prove fruitful for answering questions of substantive interest to 

scholars of fictional cultural texts. For example, Elson et al. (2010) use network analytical tools and concepts 

such as clique detection, density and network size to explore hypotheses related to literary theory on the 

relationship between urbanity/rurality and character interactions in Victorian novels. Network tools have also 

been applied to literary texts at the node level through the application of centrality measures to the characters 

in a text. In practice, this means calculating common measures such as degree, betweenness and closeness for 

nodes in the character network in order to make claims about the relationship between those characters and 
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the narrative (e.g. Kagan et al. 2019; Kydros et al. 2015; Moretti 2011), an approach we discuss further in the 

next section.  

Despite the growing interest in this approach from a literary perspective, the use of character networks to 

study film has taken a different tack. Work in this area has been concerned with methods for large-scale 

computational extraction of networks from film corpora rather than questions of how a network-based approach 

can aid the reading and analysis of particular film texts. These studies are thus conducted from a primarily 

computational standpoint, aiming to develop tools that extract networks automatically from scripts (Agarwal et 

al. 2014; Gil et al. 2011; Mourchid et al. 2018), video (Lv et al. 2018; Weng et al. 2009) or subtitle files (Kagan 

et al. 2019). These automatic extraction methods require the construction of undirected ties based on some 

definition of co-presence within a scene rather than direct interaction between characters. As such, one of the 

compromises involved in pursuing a more computational character networks approach is that by defining ties 

based on scene-sharing we lose the capacity to answer many character-oriented questions such as how much the 

characters speak or to whom.  

It is useful to contrast the character networks approach with the related but largely disjunct body of work 

concerning “narrative networks” (e.g. Abell 2004; Bearman and Stovel 2000; Padgett 2018; Smith 2007). Work 

on narrative networks has broadly aimed at mapping the temporal relations between narrative events to try to 

build a picture of how people construct identities and shared meanings through the assembly of historical events 

into narratives. As such, the narrative networks literature takes a different conceptual approach, as it is 

primarily concerned with understanding narrativity as a dimension of social life, rather than the study of fictional 

narrative texts. Some of the insights of this work, such as the importance of time for understanding narrative 

phenomena, are directly relevant to the development of character networks scholarship and will be drawn on 

in the next section. As there are some differences in aims, objectives and methods pursued in the two 

approaches, it might be useful to separate character networks and narrative networks as two distinct sub-fields 

of network research. 

3. Relating network positions to narrative positions 

One of the ways in which network tools can be brought to bear on the study of narrative texts is through the 

application of measures of node importance to the characters in a text in order to explore existing debates and 

theories concerning issues such as visibility, representation and the relationship between characters and 

narratives. The strategy that has been pursued in existing character networks approaches has been to apply 

standard network centrality measures (such as degree and betweenness) in order to make claims about the 

relative positions of characters within narratives. For example, Moretti (2011) looks at the degree centrality of 

characters in Hamlet, using binary and undirected data in which a tie represents the fact that any amount of 

words flowed between two characters. He uses this network data to claim, for example, that Claudius is the 

“second most central character in the play” because he interacts with 13 characters, one more than Horatio and 

two fewer than Hamlet (Moretti 2011, 88). Kydros et al. similarly present degree, betweenness, and closeness 

measures for characters in Homer’s Iliad, though they note that interpretation of the results is “not so easy” 

(2015, 125). In this section, we argue that the utility of this approach is limited because it is based on network 

representations that do not adequately capture narratives in ways that allow for meaningful conceptualisation 

and interpretation of the relationships between characters and narratives. 

Network representations 
Brandes et al (2013) note that there are two steps to obtaining a network model: first, there must be an 

appropriate abstraction of a phenomenon to a network concept; then, there must be an appropriate 

representation of that network concept in network data. In the case of character networks, the phenomenon in 

question is a narrative text. Thus, the first step is to abstract the narrative text to a network concept. As Moretti 

(2011) has noted, Alex Woloch (2003) offers a compelling basis for so doing in his work on major and minor 
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characters in the literary novel. Woloch argues that what we see as major and minor characters is the product 

of the “character-space” that those characters occupy within a broader “character-system” (Woloch 2003). In 

narratives, our attention is a finite resource which can only be allocated to certain narrative elements at once. 

Thus, we can think of narratives as a distribution of attention, as “[n]arrative meaning takes shape in the 

dynamic flux of attention and neglect toward the various characters who are locked within the same story but 

have radically different positions within the narrative” (Woloch 2003, 2).  

Moreover, this conceptualisation of narrative texts as a dynamic distribution of attention through a character 

system is explicitly relational in Woloch’s theory, as he argues that “the emplacement of a character within the 

narrative form is largely comprised by his or her relative position vis-a-vis other characters” (Woloch 2003, 18, 

italics in original). Extending these ideas to more visual media such as film finds resonance with much of the 

theory on film narratives, where it has been noted that the technical practices of mainstream Hollywood film 

production were designed “to guide audience attention to salient narrative events from moment to moment” 

(Thompson 1999, 1). Work in this area has aimed to pair an analysis of film narratives with a deep understanding 

of narrative comprehension and how viewers process visual narratives, and has emphasised the role of relations 

between narrative elements (including characters) in the process. For example, David Bordwell’s theory of 

narrative states that “comprehending a narrative requires assigning it some coherence. At a local level, the 

viewer must grasp character relations, lines of dialogue, relations between shots, and so on” (Bordwell 1985, 

34). Edward Branigan notes how these local events feed into a “global interpretation of changing data measured 

through sets of relationships” (Branigan 1992, 4). Moreover, Branigan argues that psychological experiments 

have shown that “an individual's attention does not spread equally through a narrative text but works forward 

and backward in an uneven manner in constructing large-scale, hierarchical patterns which represent a 

particular story as an abstract grouping of knowledge” (Branigan 1992, 16). Thus, we can think of film narratives 

as dynamic patterns of character-driven events from which we construct these abstract relational groupings of 

knowledge. 

These ideas suggest that thinking of narratives as systems of character relations wherein our attention as 

readers or viewers of the text is distributed unevenly into hierarchical patterns seems like a useful way of looking 

at a narrative text. However, the second step in obtaining the network model (the representation of this network 

concept as network data) is more fraught because existing character networks approaches typically represent 

the character system using static, aggregated network data. A brief consideration of how narratives have been 

defined and theorised will illustrate why this kind of network representation limits the utility of such approaches. 

Narrative as dynamic 
Narratologists have long recognised that the narrative is by definition a dynamic and temporal phenomenon, 

and the importance of temporal sequence is fundamental to almost all definitions of narrative (Abbott 2008; Bal 

2017; Chatman 1980; Genette 1980; Ricœur 1980). One of the ways that narrative is frequently defined is through 

its relation to story. Story is usually defined as the events that take place, while narrative is defined as how that 

story is told. This opens up the question of story discourse versus narrative discourse and, crucially, story time 

versus narrative time (Chatman 1980; Genette 1980). Seymour Chatman (1980) theorised this as the “double 

time structuring” of narrativity – our engagement with a narrative asks us to understand the way in which story 

events are ordered even while those events may be told to us in a completely different order. For example, a 

simple story might involve 3 events: A = my alarm failed to go off; B = I missed the bus; and C = I was late to 

work. However, I might narrativise these story elements in a different order (C-A-B) by telling the story through 

the following narrative: “I was late to work because my alarm didn’t go off which made me miss the bus.” What 

is important here is the recognition that when we talk about narrativity, we are talking about sequence and 

time. Work on narrative comprehension has argued that “the appearance and ordering of story elements in the 

[narrative] discourse is critical to the process of comprehension” (Niehaus and Young 2014, 561), and that the 

decision to tell a story one way or another affects the ways in which we make sense of the story and the 

importance of the elements therein (Bordwell 1985; Branigan 1992). Therefore, network measures which are 
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invariant under permutations of sequence are missing a very central aspect of what makes a narrative a 

narrative.  

The importance of sequence and time to the analysis of narratives has been integral in the literature on 

narrative networks, as noted in Section 2. For example, Padgett (2018) presents a complex and sophisticated 

model of how William Faulkner uses narration to build multiple dimensions of time and memory assembly into 

his novel Absalom, Absalom!, relating this to cognitive identity-construction processes. However, the character 

networks literature has paid much less attention to these temporal considerations, and has largely continued to 

treat narrative texts as static networks. For example, Moretti’s Hamlet study (2011) defines a static tie between 

nodes indicating that any amount of dialogue passed between two characters, while Elson et al. (2010) and 

Waumans et al. (2015) define static ties based on the identification of adjacent attributed speech for two 

characters within the novel’s text. However, as Branigan notes, “recognizing the complexity and dynamism of a 

text is usually more important than assigning a final, decisive label to it” (Branigan 1992, 8). Static character 

network representations are therefore unlikely to offer satisfactory models of fictional texts as they compress 

and flatten narratives through aggregation such that narrative time is lost in the representation3 (Moody et al. 

2005). Even when the frequency or amount of character interaction is retained through tie weights (e.g. as in 

Masías et al. 2017; Ruegg and Lee 2019), the temporal sequence of these interactions is lost. As narratologist 

Gérard Genette has argued, this elimination of time from the representation “is not only not sticking to the 

text, but is quite simply killing it” (Genette 1980, 35).  

We argue that we should therefore think instead of narrative character networks as dynamic networks, as 

defined by Kontoleon et al. (2013). As with most other cases where we are interested in representing dynamic 

networks based on relational activity rather than fixed, stable relations, this has direct implications for our 

ability to capture centrality concepts using network analytical measures (Falzon et al. 2018; Moody 2002). Node-

level measures based on a static network representation give us a static measure of that node’s narrative 

importance. However, it does not make sense to talk about a character’s position within a narrative as a fixed 

quality because character positioning evolves dynamically over the course of a narrative. A character can occupy 

many different narrative positions throughout the course of a narrative, and the dynamics of this ought to be of 

interest in any analysis of that character’s narrative importance.  

Principles for measuring relative narrative importance 
The previous discussion allows us to specify some principles which an appropriate measure of the relative 

importance of nodes in a narrative character network ought to satisfy. Firstly, such a measure ought to be 

dynamic and based on a temporally disaggregated network representation of the narrative text. Secondly, such 

a measure ought to be linked to a character’s narrative activity, in order to satisfy the idea of narratives as a 

distributed field of attention between characters. When we focus on one character, we always do so at the 

expense of others, and so we assume that narrative activity is always an indicator of narrative importance; the 

more a character does something, the more attention they receive, the more character space they take up in 

the narrative, and the more information we have with which to “qualify” them as characters (Bal 2017). Thirdly, 

such a measure ought to take into account their position in the relational structure. That is, our sense of a 

node’s relative importance (based dynamically on their narrative activity) should be dependent to some degree 

on the relative importance of the nodes with which they interact. David Bordwell has argued that when watching 

a film, one cognitive activity of the viewer is “looking for relevance, testing each event for its pertinence to the 

 

3 It should be noted that a few papers have analysed character networks from the perspective of longitudinal networks 
(Agarwal et al. 2012; Fischer et al 2017; Min and Park 2016; Prado et al. 2016). They analysed the networks as a series of 
snap-shots by aggregating character interactions within each chapter and then calculating static network statistics (including 
node-level measures such as degree) for each chapter. Thus, though such approaches aim to discuss narratives in terms of 
temporal dynamics, many of the points made here about the appropriateness of static network measures apply also to these 
papers as a great deal of information about the frequency and sequence of events within chapters is still lost through 
aggregation. 
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action which the film (or scene, or character action) seems to be basically setting forth" (1985, 34). Based on 

this, we assume that a character is more likely to be meaningfully engaging with the narrative if they are 

interacting with a character who has already occupied our attention than if they interact with a character we 

do not know yet. The third principle also ensures that such a measure will be relational, as we could easily 

satisfy the first two principles by tracking character activity (such as lines spoken) through time without using 

any relational information from the network.  

4. Defining a measure of narrative positioning 

Data representation 
In order to operationalise the ideas in the previous section, we assume a dialogue-based character interaction 

network model designed to investigate questions of vocal and relational (dis)empowerment in Hollywood 

narratives (see Jones 2018). Unlike existing approaches to character networks which tend to deploy automatic 

extraction methods based on textual proximity (discussed in Section 2), the manual approach proposed here 

constructs ties based on direct interaction between characters, as we cannot be sure from scene co-presence 

or speech adjacency that interaction between characters actually occurred, and thus we cannot learn anything 

about the pattern, frequency, direction or sequence of the interactions between characters in the narrative. 

We take the units of analysis in our representation to be the vocal interactions between characters, an approach 

which allows us to measure the amount of vocal activity of characters, as well as the interpersonal structures 

that emerge among characters as a result of these patterns of interaction.  

Thus, for a given film, a network can be constructed by recording each line of dialogue between characters. 

A line of dialogue here is defined as a single continuous stream of speech; a line ends when the dialogue pauses 

to allow for a response, or the scene or topic changes notably. To be included in the network, a character must 

both speak and be named, and only intelligible lines of dialogue spoken by and to named speaking characters 

are recorded. The ties in such a network are directed in that each line of dialogue has a distinct sender and 

receiver(s). This is important as there are valuable distinctions in speaking and being spoken to.  

These interactions can be represented as a static, aggregated network graph, with the frequency of 

interaction between characters being retained as a tie value or weight, allowing for simple visualisation of the 

network. However, for analytical purposes the basic data structure is the time-ordered and disaggregated list 

of interactions, the “raw materials” from which the static graph-based representation may be constructed 

(Amati et al. 2019). Thus, although this manual network extraction method is labour-intensive in comparison 

with computational approaches, it results in rich directed character interaction data which can serve as 

something of a gold standard when considering what other approaches are able to capture. In the conclusions, 

we discuss the ways in which other approaches based on automatic network extraction can satisfy the principles 

set forth here. 

An additional distinction to make in establishing this data representation relates to the extent to which the 

dynamic network has concurrent relations or not. We can distinguish between concurrency across actors and 

within actors. For the cases considered by Moody (2002) and Kontoleon et al. (2013), ties may be concurrent 

across actors in the sense that there may be overlap between ties between distinct pairs, for example two 

distinct pairs may be in sexual relationships or in concurrent phone calls. An example where actions are not 

concurrent across actors is passing the ball in a football match. From a narrative perspective, concurrency across 

actors, while in principle possible, does not make narrative sense. Concurrency within actors has two separate 

dimensions that we could call sender exclusivity and receiver exclusivity. The call network of Kontoleon et al. 

(2013) has both sender and receiver exclusivity in the sense that it is assumed that an actor can only be in a 

phone conversation with one person at a time. In Moody’s (2002) network there is neither sender nor receiver 

exclusivity, something which is deemed crucial for disease transmission. The dialogue-based character 

interaction network representation we describe here assumes sender exclusivity but not necessarily receiver 
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exclusivity. These narrative considerations taken together suggest a measure with a different aim than to 

summarise the temporal-topological structure as in Holme and Saramäki (2012) and Kontoleon et al. (2015).  

Based on this data representation, we propose the cumulative measure 𝐶𝑖,𝑡 which represents the score 𝐶 of 

node 𝑖 at time 𝑡. The narrative activity referred to by the second principle specified in Section 3 can be 

approximated using the character interaction data outlined above such that vocal interactions are the basis of 

our understanding of a character’s relative importance within the narrative. However, in order to distinguish 

between speaking and being spoken-to, we define two closely-related versions of the measure: the speaking 

measure  𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡

, which tells us the speaking score 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 of node 𝑖 at time 𝑡 and bases relative character 

importance on speaking activity; and the spoken-to measure 𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑖𝑛

, which tells us the spoken-to score 𝐶𝑖𝑛 of node 

𝑖 at time 𝑡 and bases relative character importance on reception of dialogue. This allows for consideration that 

the narrative importance conveyed through speaking activity may be different from the narrative importance 

conveyed by being spoken to.  

Definition of the speaking measure 

Defining the measure at each time 𝑡 ensures satisfaction of the first principle, which dictates that the 

measure should be calculated at a level of temporal disaggregation so that character scores are specific to each 

measured point of time. Using the time-ordered interaction data, time 𝑡 is equivalent to a line of dialogue, with 

lines being temporally ordered in a sequence of positive integers, such that the first line of dialogue takes place 

at 𝑡1, the second line at 𝑡2, and so on.  

The second principle suggests that scores should increase upon narrative activity which, in the case of the 

dialogue network data, is a vocal interaction. The measure should therefore be cumulative, increasing 

monotonically when characters speak, and the third principle suggests that the scale of this increase should 

depend on the character(s) being spoken to. We can satisfy each of the three principles above by following a 

similar approach to that taken in Everett et al. (2018). These authors present a centrality-like measure (based 

on a dynamic two-mode network representation called the bi-dynamic line graph) in which nodes accumulate 

points through network activity, and the amount of points gained by a node in each temporally-situated activity 

is dependent in part on the points held by the other nodes also participating in that activity.  

Following a similar logic, we propose letting speaking character 𝑖’s score increase by a fraction of the score 

of character 𝑗 being spoken to at time 𝑡. This fraction can be defined using a weighting parameter 𝜆, such that 

 

 𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐶𝑖,𝑡−1

𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐶𝑗,𝑡−1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝜆. (1) 

 

Thus, the amount that 𝑖’s score increases depends on the score of character 𝑗, ensuring that the measure is 

relational, as well as on the value of 𝜆, allowing us to specify how much we want the relational aspect to 

contribute to our sense of 𝑖’s importance.  

The measure has a flavour of how eigenvector centrality is defined on static graphs. Holme and Saramäki 

(2012) develop a dynamic node-level measure that respects the time-ordering of interactions explicitly to follow 

the logic of eigenvector centrality. However, their measure does not take into account the directionality of 

interactions and, because of its relation to eigenvector centrality, it is not non-decreasing, and thus does not 

satisfy the second principle above as some interactions can lower one’s centrality score. This property could 

have interesting implications in other contexts where researchers may be interested in investigating how talking 

to the ‘wrong’ people could have adverse effects on your position in the dialogue network. However, this is not 

appropriate for narrative character networks given our argument that narrative activity always increases the 

amount of character space taken up by a character. 
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The measure as specified above would be sufficient for a case where a line of dialogue has only one recipient. 

However, as we do not require receiver exclusivity, the measure may be modified to account for multiple 

recipients. Simply adding a fraction of each spoken-to character 𝑗’s score to 𝑖’s score would mean that lines 

with multiple recipients have a larger effect on 𝑖’s score than lines with only one recipient. However, lines 

addressing multiple people are not inherently more narratively important than lines addressing one person, so 

we propose instead multiplying 𝜆 by the average score of the spoken-to characters. Thus, let 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡 be a variable 

that can take either the value 1 or 0 to indicate whether a character 𝑗 is spoken to by character 𝑖 at time 𝑡. 

Then the total number of characters 𝑗 spoken to by speaking character 𝑖 is given by ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡
𝑛
𝑗 , where 𝑛 is the 

total number of nodes in the network. The sum of all scores for spoken-to characters 𝑗 is given by ∑ 𝐶𝑗,𝑡−1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡

𝑛
𝑗 .  

The speaking measure can then be more generally defined as  

 
𝐶𝑖,𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝐶𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 +

𝜆

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡
𝑛
𝑗 , 1)

 ∑ 𝐶𝑗,𝑡−1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡

𝑛

𝑗

, 
(2) 

which tells us that character 𝑖’s relative importance at line 𝑡 is equal to whatever 𝑖’s importance was at line 

𝑡 − 1 plus a fraction of the importance of the character(s) to whom they are speaking4. For characters not 

speaking at line 𝑡, (2) will simply imply that they retain their score from 𝑡 − 1 as 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡 will be equal to zero for 

these characters. Thus, so long as characters’ scores at time 𝑡0 (the starting scores before a line has been 

spoken) take positive nonzero values, the measure is monotonically cumulative, increasing only at moments of 

narrative activity as expressed through character interactions. There are a number of options for how to specify 

scores at 𝑡0, but giving all characters a score of 1 is a convenient choice for two reasons. Firstly, it allows us to 

assume that at the beginning of the narrative, no character has demanded any more attention than any other 

and thus has not occupied any more character space than any other. Secondly, the absolute values given by the 

measure are of less interest than the relative values such as those given by �̂�𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡  =  

𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡

∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

𝑖

 (which will be the 

same for any value of 𝐶𝑖,𝑡0

𝑜𝑢𝑡
 shared by all characters, see Appendix A.1), so taking the first positive integer is as 

good a starting point as any. 

Definition of the spoken-to measure 
A similar measure can be defined in which importance is based on being spoken to rather than speaking. 

Defining the spoken-to measure is slightly simpler than the speaking measure as there is only ever one speaking 

character per line (by sender exclusivity). The spoken-to measure should let spoken-to character 𝑖’s score 

increase at line 𝑡 by a fraction of the score of speaking character 𝑗, with this fraction being given by weighting 

parameter 𝜆. In this case, let 𝑥𝑗𝑖,𝑡 be a variable taking the value 1 if node 𝑖 is being spoken to by 𝑗 at line 𝑡. 

Then, for every node 𝑖, the spoken-to measure can be defined as 𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑖𝑛 = 𝐶𝑖,𝑡−1

𝑖𝑛 +  𝜆 ∑ 𝐶𝑗,𝑡−1
𝑖𝑛 𝑥𝑗𝑖,𝑡

𝑛
𝑗 , which tells 

us that character 𝑖’s relative importance at line 𝑡 is equal to whatever 𝑖’s importance was at line 𝑡 − 1 plus a 

fraction of the importance of character 𝑗 speaking to 𝑖 at line 𝑡. Characters’ scores will only increase when they 

are spoken to and will do so monotonically; characters not being spoken to retain their scores from 𝑡 − 1.  

Formally, it should be noted that both the spoken-to measure and the speaking measure share the property 

that they are not invariant under permutations of sequence. This is crucial as it allows the measure to reflect 

 

4
 The specification of 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗,𝑡

𝑛
𝑗 , 1) ensures that the equation cannot possibly entail division by zero for non-speaking 

actors. 
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the sequence of events which, as we have already noted, is at the heart of narrative questions relating to how 

the story is told. This property also distinguishes the measure from standard approaches to measuring node 

centrality in sequences, such as looking at the cumulative weighted degree of nodes after each interaction. 

Consider, for example, two sequences: (1) A→B, B→A, A→B, and (2) A→B, A→B, B→A. Table 1 calculates the 

spoken-to measure for both sequences, assuming that A begins each sequence with score 𝐶𝐴 and B begins each 

sequence with score 𝐶𝐵. If we cumulatively calculate weighted in-degree for (1) and (2), A will end each 

sequence with a score of 1, and B will end each sequence with a score of 2. However, Table 1 shows that both 

nodes end with different scores in sequences (1) and (2) using the measure developed here. Thus, our sense of 

each character’s importance is dependent on how the action unfolds.

 

Sequence (1) (2) 

Node A B A B 

t=0 𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 

t=1 𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 + 𝜆𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 + 𝜆𝐶𝐴 

t=2 𝐶𝐴 +  𝜆𝐶𝐵 +  𝜆2𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 + 𝜆𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 +  2𝜆𝐶𝐴 

t=3 𝐶𝐴 +  𝜆𝐶𝐵 +  𝜆2𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 + 2𝜆𝐶𝐴 +  𝜆2𝐶𝐵 +  𝜆3𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐴 +  𝜆𝐶𝐵 + 2𝜆2𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐵 +  2𝜆𝐶𝐴 

Table 1. Spoken-to scores for sequences (1) and (2).

Normalisation and properties 
Both spoken to and speaking measures can be normalised by the total score across actors as outlined above. 

Here we consider some properties of the measures which generalise to all dynamic character interaction 

networks, in order to illustrate how the measure works in cases where narrative focus is distributed differently. 

Given the dynamic structure of the narrative network, it is not trivial to derive properties of the measures. The 

measures can be related to the achievable maximum and minimum scores for a number of stylised dynamic 

networks (details are provided in Appendix A.2). Although mainstream film narratives are typically more complex 

than the kinds of networks in the stylised graphs, exploring them helps us to understand how a key aspect of the 

measure, the “feedback” introduced by 𝜆, works to either concentrate or diffuse narrative attention in the 

character system depending on how dialogue is distributed. 

For example, we can consider two stylised dynamic graphs that have minimal narrative focus in terms of 

being spoken to. One would be a “game of telephone” chain of dialogue, where each actor being spoken to then 

speaks to someone who has not yet been spoken to. If the length of this chain 𝑟 is less than 𝑛 − 1, then the 𝑡th 

actor in the chain will have a score of ∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑡
𝑠=0 . In other words, the character’s importance will only depend on 

where in the timeline they appear. Another example of minimal narrative focus would be where only one 

character speaks and other characters are only spoken to once, for 𝑟 acts of speaking, 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛 − 1. For this star-

like dynamic graph, actors would have a score of 1 + 𝜆 if they are spoken to, and 1 otherwise. In the game of 

telephone there is more heterogeneity in scores as the narrative importance accumulates, but in the star-like 

network, the repeated speaking acts mean that the narrative importance does not accumulate as the importance 

gained by being spoken to is never passed on. In both of these cases, narrative focus is minimal because our 

sense of an actor’s importance is never reinforced by an addressee responding to their speech, or by another 

speaker speaking to the same addressee. 

On the other hand, we can consider two stylised dyadic dynamic networks which produce maximal narrative 

focus: one in which only one actor speaks and the other in which the actors take turns addressing each other. 

These can be thought of as graphs that maximise spoken-to scores as no act of speaking is wasted on addressing 
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someone who has not been spoken to before. For the first scenario, the score of the actor being spoken to 

increases linearly but for the second, the act of reinforcing each other’s narrative importance means that the 

scores increase in a curvilinear way and, after a certain number of lines of dialogue, the scores of both actors 

overtakes that of the spoken-to actor in the first scenario. The maximal score after 𝑟 lines of dialogue can thus 

be thought of as an achievable maximum spoken-to score.  

5. Application: women in popular film 

In this section we provide an example of how the measure can be applied to real questions about narrative 

texts using the example of gendered representation in film. In particular, we focus on the issue of the vocal and 

relational disempowerment of female characters in popular Hollywood cinema. 

Relational and vocal disempowerment 
Feminist film theory has long theorised the way that a masculine perspective is privileged in Hollywood 

through the “male gaze”, understood as the way that narrative cinema produces a masculine viewing position 

which renders male characters as active narrative forces and female characters as passive and defined primarily 

by their “to-be-looked-at-ness” (Mulvey 1975). While these ideas are based in the visual aspects of cinematic 

representation, we can see how the visual-narrative paradigm of the male gaze produces effects which also play 

out through dialogue. For example, feminist film scholars have discussed how the telling of stories from a male 

point of view has led to a silencing of women’s voices, and a representational system in which women exist 

primarily through their relations to male protagonists (Haskell 1987; Kaplan 1983). This point has been 

popularised through the simple device known as the Bechdel test (based on a comic strip by Alison Bechdel), 

which asks whether a film has two female characters who speak to each other about something other than a 

man (Bechdel 1986, 22). Though originally intended as a joke, this intentionally low bar has proved too difficult 

to clear for an alarming number of Hollywood films. While the literature on women and film offers a theoretical 

basis for understanding why narratives might not give women the opportunity to interact with each other, there 

has been a conspicuous lack of empirical investigations of the gendered distribution of dialogue in contemporary 

Hollywood cinema, limiting our understanding of what Jennifer O’Meara calls the “vocal and verbal 

(dis)empowerment” of women on-screen (O’Meara 2016).  

Most available empirical evidence on vocal representation comes from a number of content analyses 

published annually which look at mainstream films released that year and offer a quantitative report on the 

representation therein. From these yearly reports, we know that over the last decade or so (the period for which 

data is available), the proportion of speaking characters that are female in top-grossing Hollywood films is around 

30% (Lauzen 2018; Smith et al. 2018). The consistency of these findings is remarkable: in the Smith et al. (2018) 

study, the prevalence of female speaking characters was never lower than 28.1% and never higher than 32.8% in 

a given year across their 11-year sample, while in the Lauzen (2018) study, the annual prevalence of women 

among speaking characters was never less than 30% and never more than 34%. This consistency suggests that the 

under-representation of women in speaking roles is part of the formula of the mainstream Hollywood screenplay. 

However, these figures cannot tell us very much about how vocal disempowerment actually operates in 

Hollywood narratives. For example, knowing that 30% of the speaking characters in a given film are female does 

not tell us whether 30% of the lines in the film were spoken by females, nor does it tell us to whom those lines 

were spoken (Jones 2018).  

This latter point leads to the second aspect of the disempowerment of women in Hollywood narratives that 

we focus on here: relational disempowerment. By foregrounding female homosocial interaction, the Bechdel 

test insists on a relational understanding of the narrative effects of gendered representation in film narratives. 

In doing so, it chimes with scholarship on post-feminism and backlash discourses in popular media culture. This 

work has identified a trend in Hollywood towards “taking into account” feminism by representing strong female 

characters, while simultaneously individualising and depoliticising their narratives by isolating those female 
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characters among men rather than offering narrative opportunities for collective empowerment (Faludi 1992; 

McRobbie 2004; Sutherland and Feltey 2016).  

However, much of the scholarship on women in film, especially in relation to active female heroes, has been 

geared towards identifying and theorising the strong female character at the level of individual characterisation. 

This is particularly the case in the literature on women in action cinema, where there has been a wealth of 

scholarship fleshing out and analysing the characteristics of what has been variously termed the “action babe”, 

“action chick” or “action heroine” (e.g. Brown 2011; Inness 2004; O’Day 2004; Schubart 2007). However, by 

focusing primarily on the characteristics of the individual female hero in discussions of gendered representation 

in action cinema, these studies overlook the ways in which such ostensibly strong female characters can be 

disempowered through their relational positioning within the overall narrative and lack of independence from 

men (Purse 2011). Moreover, such an approach risks losing sight of what E. Ann Kaplan refers to as “female 

positionings,” and “the larger structuring of the narrative and on the placement of the woman within that 

narrative” (Kaplan 1983, 2). Thus, there may be a lot to gain from developing an approach which re-embeds 

female characters into the context of the broader character system of the narrative. A network-based approach 

offers a way to situate the discussion of these female characters within the broader relational character system 

in which they play out their role in the story.  

Elsewhere Jones (2018) has argued that character interaction networks offer an illuminating model for 

investigating both the vocal and relational elements of female representation identified here. In particular, the 

approach illustrates the limitations of knowing only the prevalence of women among speaking characters, as the 

proportion of dialogue spoken by women can differ significantly from this simple character distribution; it can 

highlight how the gendered distribution of dialogue can enable or constrain female characters from accessing a 

collective mode of empowerment in narratives; and it is able to identify important distinctions between speaking 

and being spoken-to. Some aspects of this relational disempowerment, such as the marginalisation of female-

female relationships, can be further explored in more detail using dyadic approaches such as the relational event 

model (Butts 2008). However, node-level measures such as the one developed in this paper can shine further 

light on the problem by helping us to operationalise Kaplan’s notion of “female positionings” and consider where 

the strong female character stands in terms of the relative importance of the characters in the overall narrative, 

as defined by their relational activity.  

The Force Awakens 
To explore these questions about the gendered distribution of character interactions in film narratives, we 

use the 2015 film Star Wars: The Force Awakens (henceforth simply The Force Awakens) as an example. The 

Force Awakens serves as an interesting case study for a couple of reasons. For one, the film is the highest grossing 

film of all time in the United States and the fourth highest grossing film of all time worldwide (Box Office Mojo 

2019). This not only points to the immense popularity and cultural reach of the film, but also places the film 

clearly within the context of top-grossing or “blockbuster” films addressed by existing Hollywood content 

analyses. Furthermore, The Force Awakens sparked discussion about a more inclusive and diverse direction for 

representation in the hugely popular and culturally impactful Star Wars franchise through the film’s inclusion of 

female and non-white characters in central active roles. Much of this discussion centred around the prominence 

of the character Rey (Daisy Ridley) as a key protagonist in the film. For example, following the film’s release, 

Rey was credited with “carrying the heavily-mantled weight of the new series” (Kermode 2015); it was 

proclaimed that “Rey is clearly the main character and our destined-hero for this trilogy,” that "Star Wars has a 

female lead,” and that “the main male character is her sidekick” (Cox 2015); there were claims that, in the 

film, “the male-centric universe of the original Star Wars gives way to a woman warrior [Rey] and a female 

version of Yoda [Maz Kanata]” (Roddy 2015), and that “the plot of The Force Awakens, in fact, revolves around 

[Rey’s abilities]” (Garber 2015). This not only renders it an interesting example for exploring node positions 

through the lens of vocal and relational (dis)empowerment, but also provides a useful case for examining what 
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looking at characters’ positions within the overall narrative character system can tell us that focusing only on 

the characterisation of the individual hero (Rey) cannot.  

A brief summary of the plot of the film will help contextualise and aid understanding of the discussion of the 

positions of the characters therein. The Force Awakens is the seventh feature film in the Star Wars franchise 

and centres around a conflict between the tyrannical First Order and the Resistance. The film follows Poe 

Dameron (Oscar Isaac), a Resistance fighter pilot, and a turncoat First Order Stormtrooper named Finn (John 

Boyega) as they try to deliver a droid named BB-8 to the Resistance leaders as it contains information on the 

whereabouts of Luke Skywalker (Mark Hammill). Finn and Dameron crash and are separated on the planet Jakku, 

where a scavenger named Rey discovers BB-8 and agrees to help keep it safe. Finn encounters and joins Rey as 

the First Order arrive and the two escape in the Millennium Falcon. Han Solo (Harrison Ford), the ship’s previous 

owner, finds the ship and boards it, wishing to reclaim his property. Rey and Finn explain their situation to Han, 

who agrees to help them deliver the droid to the Resistance, which is led by Han’s estranged lover Leia Organa 

(Carrie Fisher). In the process of delivering BB-8 to the Resistance, Rey is captured by the First Order and 

delivered to Kylo Ren (Adam Driver), one of the First Order’s chief commanders and the runaway son of Han and 

Leia. While interrogating Rey, Ren discovers that she, like Ren, has control of an energy-like power known as 

the Force. The Resistance fighters free Rey from the First Order base, destroy its main weapon and uncover the 

map to Skywalker’s location.  

In the dialogue data for The Force Awakens, there are 688 lines of dialogue distributed between 31 named 

speaking characters. 22 percent of named speaking characters in the film are female (well below the industry 

benchmark of around one-in-three), while 28.1 percent of the lines are spoken by female characters, who 

account for 26.5 percent of the recipients of lines of dialogue.  

Discussion 

Figures 1 and 2 plot the speaking and spoken-to measures, respectively, using the 𝜆 value of 0.01. Lower 𝜆 

values allow for smoother trajectories for the characters but make the measure less sensitive, which makes it 

harder for characters to establish their centrality later in the film. A second consequence of this insensitivity is 

that the score of characters who establish a high centrality earlier in the film but do not continue to contribute 

vocally to the film thereafter will decline at a much slower rate, and may end up with higher scores than 

characters who contributed more in the latter stages of the film. Using higher 𝜆 values on the other hand, has 

the opposite problem, being very sensitive to rises and falls in character centrality at each interaction, an effect 

that is compounded later in the film as the scores of characters are generally higher. Thus, the value of 𝜆 can 

be thought of as how many times a character would need to interact with another character to overtake their 

score. For a 𝜆 value of 0.1 on the spoken-to measure, for example, character i would receive all of j’s centrality 

after being spoken to ten times by j without reply. Thus, higher 𝜆 values allow characters to “steal the show” 

at later stages of the film, as the number of interactions required to overtake other characters is lower. Further 

illustration and discussion of some of these aspects of 𝜆 is provided in Appendix A.3. Setting 𝜆 at 0.01 here 

offers a balance between these sensitivity issues. In lay terms, using this 𝜆 value of 0.01 for the speaking measure 

means that each time a character speaks, their score becomes what it was prior to speaking plus one percent of 

the average score of the characters to whom they speak. For the spoken-to measure, it means that each time a 
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character is spoken to, their score becomes what it was prior to being spoken to plus one percent of the score 

of the character speaking to them. 

The horizontal axis in Figures 1 and 2 indicates the sequence of lines, with all characters beginning with an 

equal score. Key characters are labelled in the graph based on whether their normalised score at 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (the end 

of the film) is greater than their normalised score at 𝑡0 (the beginning of the film). In each case scores have 

Figure 2. Normalised speaking measure scores in The Force Awakens (λ = 0.01). 

Figure 1. Normalised spoken-to measure scores in The Force Awakens (λ = 0.01). 
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been normalised to give relative scores by dividing the scores by the sum of all characters’ scores such that 

�̂�𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡  =  

𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡

∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

𝑖

. These relative scores effectively convey the share of total narrative importance, allowing 

scores to both increase and decrease. This operationalises the idea of the narrative as a distribution of finite 

attention and neglect between characters; for the normalised speaking scores, for example, when one character 

speaks their share of the total narrative importance increases, while each non-speaking character’s share of the 

total narrative importance declines slightly. 

The first thing to note from Figures 1 and 2 is that Finn spends the majority of the film (including, 

importantly, the final act) with the largest share of the scores on both the speaking and spoken-to measures. 

This is significant in its own right as Finn is a person of colour (in a historically very white franchise) and, although 

the focus here is on gender, this illustrates the broader appeal of being able to characterise characters’ dynamic 

narrative positions for scholars of social representation in fictional texts. Moreover, while it is quite clear from 

the graphs that Rey is central to the plot of the film, it is also clear that from the perspective of vocal activity 

this centrality is secondary to Finn and, in the latter part of the film, Han. This is not to downplay the significance 

of her character’s contribution to the narrative, but it should temper some of the claims made in the critical 

reception to the film about her role. If Rey is the main character in The Force Awakens, then we might question 

why Rey spends so little time holding the largest share of the scores on either of the measures. Moreover, when 

looking across scores for all the characters in the film, we can certainly call into question the idea that the 

male-centricity of the Star Wars universe has “given way,” given how few female characters separate themselves 

from the pack throughout the narrative. The narrative is still driven vocally by men, for the most part.  

There are also several things to note regarding the dynamic nature of the measure. We can see that all 

characters begin at the same point on the vertical axis, due to starting with an equal score. However, as lines 

are spoken, characters begin to delineate their narrative activity through their verbal interactions. As the 

narrative evolves, different characters become more and less central. For example, Finn and Rey occupy a 

prominent role in the narrative throughout the film, though Rey’s activity declines somewhat in the third act 

due to her being imprisoned during this period. Han Solo emerges after the first act and becomes increasingly 

central to the plot thereafter, while Leia rises in importance in the third act as she orchestrates the Resistance’s 

fightback against the First Order. Kylo Ren remains fairly central throughout the film, even as other characters 

dominate the narrative activity, though Ren’s centrality rises towards the end of the film as he comes face to 

face with several of the film’s other central characters for the first time. The measure thus allows us to say 

something about the relative narrative positions of these characters within the context of the dynamics of the 

narrative.  

Consider, for example, the position of Maz Kanata in Figure 1. Over the course of a few key scenes in the 

second act of the film, Maz (Lupita Nyong’o) becomes very important to the plot, and her share of the scores 

increases significantly during this period. During these scenes, Han, Finn and Rey are dependent on Maz to help 

them contact the Resistance, and Maz is thus pivotal to the advancement of the narrative. Not only is she vocally 

active during this part of the film, but her vocal activity is with the most central characters in the film up to 

that point, thus rapidly increasing her relative importance to the narrative. However, her importance is defined 

temporally; she is important during those moments of the film, but she is not present at all in the final act of 

the film, and thus her share of the narrative centrality declines again. Likewise, we can see from Figures 1 and 

2 that Poe (alongside Finn) is very central to the narrative in the first act of the film, as the two escape the First 

Order together, but that the narrative focuses more on Rey and Finn (and later Han) after this point. It would 

be impossible to adequately characterise these temporally-situated narrative positions using measures based on 

a static network representation.  

These dynamic properties bring other advantages when relating this measure to more interpretive 

understandings of characters’ positions within the narrative. Scholarship on the role of women in action cinema, 

for example, has discussed the ways in which women are often ejected from narratives (for example, killed or 
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kidnapped) in order to motivate a male hero’s narrative actualisation (Purse 2011; Tasker 1993). In cases where 

this occurs, the scores of those characters who have ceased to be active narrative contributors will no longer 

increase, and thus their share of the character space will decline, reflecting this narrative ejection. Indeed, 

when Rey is captured and imprisoned in The Force Awakens, we see her share of the scores decrease as her role 

becomes temporarily more passive while others are motivated to act. Moreover, as the (non-normalised) 

measure is monotonically non-decreasing, interactions towards the end of the narrative will tend to be given 

more weight than interactions nearer the beginning. In substantive terms, this makes sense as we are more likely 

to have a sense of which characters are important after we have spent more time watching the narrative unfold 

(Bal 2017; Frermann et al. 2018). Thus, our sense of the importance of a character entering the narrative towards 

the end is informed by our accumulated understanding of the relative importance of the characters they interact 

with, though we have less information about this earlier in the film. 

Finally, there are interesting differences between the speaking scores and spoken-to scores. Han Solo and 

Kylo Ren hold a greater share of the narrative importance on the speaking measure than they do on the spoken-

to measure. This could imply simply that these characters speak more than they are spoken to in the film. 

However, looking at the number of lines spoken by and spoken to the characters reveals that Han speaks 124 

lines and is spoken to 134 times, while Kylo Ren speaks 53 lines and is spoken to 48 times. From this we can infer 

that it is not only how much Han speaks that gives him higher speaking scores, but rather that his lines tend to 

also be delivered to more important characters (as defined by the measure). The measure suggests that when 

Han speaks, he tends to speak to other characters who speak a lot, and the characters he speaks to tend to be 

more important than the characters that speak to him. On the other hand, Rey’s share of the narrative 

importance is greater when the measure is based on being spoken to than when it is based on speaking. Again, 

this suggests not only that Rey is spoken to a lot (Rey speaks 132 lines and is spoken to 160 times, both more 

than Han), but that the characters speaking to her tend to be more important than the characters she speaks 

to.  

These differences between Han and Rey suggest two different kinds of importance – Han’s tendency to speak 

to more important characters implies a more authoritative and teacherly role, while Rey’s tendency to be spoken 

to by more important characters implies a more apprentice-like role. On the face of it, this makes sense in the 

context of the narrative, as Han is a much more senior and experienced character in the fictional universe while 

Rey is much more “green”. However, a gendered reading of this discrepancy might problematise the relationship 

here between gender, seniority and vocal activity. Hollywood is known to allow older males to continue to 

feature prominently in narratives, while older women are underrepresented and negatively associated with 

seniority (Bazzini et al. 1997; Lauzen and Dozier 2005). This is likely to produce scenarios such as that between 

Han and Rey, where an older and more senior male figure is featured alongside a younger female figure. 

However, The Force Awakens does also feature Leia Organa, a senior female figure who, like Han, returns to 

the series from the original trilogy of films and holds an important role in the plot. Leia is the general of the 

Resistance and the mother of the film’s antagonist Kylo Ren. One might assume that this would grant her 

narrative centrality comparable to that of Han, who is Kylo’s father and not a senior Resistance figure. However, 

Figures 1 and 2 show that, despite her role, Leia’s vocal activity pales in comparison with the likes of Han, Finn 

and Rey. This chimes with scholarship on the way that postfeminist media narratives merely “take into account” 

feminism (McRobbie 2004) as, unlike Han, Leia’s leadership comes primarily from what we know of her position 

in the Resistance, rather than from us actually seeing her leading the protagonists. In this regard, we might 

question how much has changed since the original instalment of the saga in 1977. The directed nature of the 

measure thus allows for a deeper understanding of the ways in which the characters interact with each other 

over the course of the narrative. 
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6. Conclusions 

In this paper we have aimed to develop a more integrated conceptual-methodological approach to the node-

level analysis of character networks based on fictional texts. Thus, the paper contributes on two fronts: (1) a 

conceptual refinement of the character networks approach to analysing fictional texts, and (2) the development 

of a dynamic node-level measure for analysing the positions of characters within such texts. The conceptual 

refinement is found in the departure from the existing approach of applying off-the-shelf network analytical 

tools based on static network representations to narratives and instead pursuing a more bespoke approach to 

analysing narrative texts as dynamic networks. By doing so, we can relate the concept of centrality in the 

character network to a notion of narrative importance more in keeping with key ideas from the work on 

narratology and narrative comprehension. The measure presented in this paper is intended as a simple example 

of how such an approach might yield more useful, accurate and appropriate results for meaningful analysis of 

how characters are positioned in narratives. Through an application to The Force Awakens, we have shown that 

the dynamic node-level measure presented here can aid our understanding of the gendered dynamics in film 

texts in ways that existing measures cannot. Moreover, it allows us to describe the characters’ evolving narrative 

positions within the context of the temporal dynamics of the narrative; it gives us a relational way of tracing 

character activity over the course of a narrative; and it can reveal relational differences in speaking and being 

spoken to.  

It should be noted that the insistence on a dynamic network representation in this paper does not commit 

one to a labour-intensive manually coded network extraction method such as the one assumed here. All that is 

required for the principles set forth in this paper to be satisfied is that the basic structure from which the 

character network is constructed is a sequential list of relational events, and the question of how to represent 

the data is separate from the question of whether this process should be manual or computational. The limitation 

we identify with existing studies is that they have configured network extraction tools which move directly from 

the text to a static representation, usually either by increasing the cell values in an adjacency matrix for each 

interaction or by increasing the weight in an edgelist. Neither the adjacency matrix nor the weighted edgelist 

contain information about the temporal sequence of the events. However, those same extraction tools could 

just as easily store the interaction data in an event list format, with the same basic data structure as the one 

used in this paper. This event list can then be used to generate static weighted edgelists and adjacency matrices 

if desired, but if the event list step is skipped, it cannot be reverse-engineered later from the static 

representations.  

For example, a screenplay parsing tool could add a row to an event list for each identified speech act, 

recording an event ID (incremented for each speech act, capturing the sequence), the scene ID (incremented 

after each scene boundary), the speaker ID (based on named entity recognition), and the “recipients” (which 

would not be direct recipients, but could be those characters who also spoke within the same scene). Then, for 

example, the dynamic speaking centrality measure developed here could be applied directly to this data 

structure without the need for modification. The spoken-to measure would no longer be appropriate, given that 

the tool can only accurately identify the speaker but not the recipients. However, for the speaking measure, we 

would still gain a sense of the vocal narrative activity of each character, with interactions weighted by the 

characters involved in the narrative at the time of the interaction, illustrating how attention is distributed 

among characters through the narrative. In this way, existing computational approaches can be brought much 

more in line with the dynamic approach which we have argued for in this paper. Thus, we suggest that one of 

the implications of this paper for character networks research is that the computational approach can be an 

effective tool for analysing how stories are told, with some minor adjustments. 

Moreover, the utility of the approach is not limited to films and can add to existing character network studies 

of literary texts such as novels and plays. Whatever the media, the measure can help to enhance readings of 

how characters move through narratives by way of their activity in the character system, telling us much more 

than can be gleaned from measures such as degree or betweenness in a static or time-windowed network 
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representation. This is important as cultural texts engage in the reproduction of social meaning, and we need 

approaches that can accurately measure the important identificatory power relations at play in these texts. The 

stronger the conceptual links between narrative texts and the ways we represent them in data are developed, 

the more useful the character network approach becomes for illuminating these power relations. 

The measure developed here is offered as a starting point for further thinking about how to measure the 

relationships between characters and narratives, and there are a number of ways in which the measure might 

be further developed. For one, dialogue is a crucial dimension of how film narratives are played out, but it is 

only one dimension. It would be useful to explore the extent to which the picture of the dynamic character 

system that emerges from dialogue-based network data would acquiesce with that derived from more visually-

based data such as screen-sharing patterns. Moreover, the measure might be refined so that the content or type 

of an interaction is taken into account. It may be reasonable to assume that certain kinds of interaction carry 

more narrative weight. For example, talking about certain topics considered pivotal to the plot might be 

considered a greater signifier of the narrative importance of the characters. Alternatively, the measure might 

be refined so that a character can increase their score slightly if they are not directly involved in an interaction 

but they are the subject of that interaction. As currently defined, the measure assumes that a character’s 

relative share of the narrative attention decreases when they are not involved in an interaction, but if characters 

A and B talk to each other about C, then some narrative attention is also being paid to C. Such modifications 

would require deeper consideration, but the measure developed here is presented as a platform on which more 

complex properties such as these might be developed. 

A. Appendix 

A.1. Scale invariance 

The relative measure is invariant to multiplication of initial values {𝐶𝑖0}, when 𝐶𝑖0 = 𝑐 for all 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛. 

For spoken to, this is immediately obvious through observing that 𝐶𝑖𝑡
∗ = 𝑎𝐶𝑖𝑡 implies 𝐶𝑖𝑡+1

∗ = 𝑎𝐶𝑖𝑡+1, given 

through direct calculation 

𝐶𝑖𝑡+1
∗ = 𝐶𝑖𝑡

∗ + 𝜆 ∑ 𝐶𝑗𝑡
∗ 𝑥𝑗𝑖,𝑡

𝑗≠𝑖

= 𝑎𝐶𝑖𝑡 + 𝜆 ∑ 𝑎𝐶𝑗𝑡𝑥𝑗𝑖,𝑡

𝑗≠𝑖

= 𝑎𝐶𝑖𝑡+1, 

and 𝐶𝑖0
∗ = 𝑎𝐶𝑖0. Consequently 𝐶𝑖𝑡

∗ /𝐶𝑗𝑡
∗ = 𝐶𝑖𝑡/𝐶𝑗𝑡, for all 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛} and it does not matter what initial 

value 𝑐 > 0 is used. The same relation holds trivially for speaking. 

A.2. Some minimal and maximal scores 
We consider first two dyadic schematic dynamic graphs. To simplify the exposition, in the remainder we 

consider only the spoken to scores and dynamic graphs with both sender and receiver exclusivity. Consider two 

actors 𝑖 = 1,2 speaking to each other, in which case we can define the sequence of speech in terms of a binary 

sequence {𝑦𝑡} defined such that 𝑥12,𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡 and 𝑥21,𝑡 = 1 − 𝑦𝑡, and assume 𝐶10 = 𝐶20 = 1.  

Dyadic Asymmetric Speech (DAS): If 𝑦𝑡 = 0 for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑟, we get the dynamic graph for 𝑡 = 𝑘, 𝑘 + 1, … , 𝑟 

of Figure A1(a). For 𝑘 = 1, the scores at the 𝑟th round are 𝐶2𝑟 = 1 and 𝐶1𝑟 = 1 + 𝑟𝜆. Thus if actor 2 speaks 

the first 𝑟 lines, then the score of actor 1 increases linearly. 
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Dyadic Turn-taking (DTT): If 𝑦𝑡 = 1 − 𝑦𝑡−1, the actors are taking turns speaking to each other. Assuming 

2 speaks odd rounds, we get the dynamic graph in Figure A.1.(b) 

 

Figure A.1. The dynamic graph of DAS (a) and DTT (b) for 4 acts of speech. 

 

To derive the scores for DTT let 𝑦1 = 0, in which case 

 𝐶𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡𝐶𝑡−1, (4) 

where  

𝐶𝑡 = (
𝐶1𝑡

𝐶2𝑡
) , and 𝐴𝑡 = (

1 𝛿𝑡𝜆
(1 − 𝛿𝑡)𝜆 1

), 

for 𝛿𝑡 equal to 1 or 0 according to whether 𝑡 is odd or even, respectively. From (4) it also follows that 

 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟 = 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟−1 + 𝛿𝑟𝜆𝐶1+𝛿𝑟,𝑟−1  

  = 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟−2 + 𝛿𝑟𝜆𝐶1+𝛿𝑟,𝑟−1. (5) 

Due to the recursion (4), the elements of 𝐶𝑡 must be polynomials in 𝜆.  

Lemma 1: Defining 𝑎𝑟,𝑡 = 0 for 𝑡 > 𝑟 and 𝑟 < 0, the scores for DTT at the 𝑟th line of dialogue, are given by 

 

𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟 = ∑ 𝑎𝑟,𝑡𝜆𝑡

𝑟

𝑡=0

, 
(6) 

and 

 

𝐶1+𝛿𝑟,𝑟 = ∑ 𝑎𝑟−1,𝑡𝜆𝑡

𝑟−1

𝑡=0

, 

(7) 

with coefficients {𝑎𝑟,𝑡: 𝑟 = 0,1, … ; 𝑡 = 0,1, … , 𝑟} that satisfy the recursion 

 𝑎𝑟,𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟−2,𝑡 + 𝑎𝑟−1,𝑡−1. (8) 

Proof: For 𝑟=1,2, it is trivial to check that (6), (7), and (8) holds. Assume that (6) holds for 𝑟 = 𝑘 − 1, 𝑘, the 

firstly 

 𝐶1+𝛿𝑟,𝑘+1 = 𝐶1+𝛿𝑟,𝑘  

  = 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟−1,𝑘  

  

= ∑ 𝑎𝑘,𝑡𝜆𝑡

𝑘

𝑡=0

 

 

and by applying (5) 

 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑘+1 = 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑘−1 + 𝛿𝑘+1𝜆𝐶1+𝛿𝑟,𝑘  
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= ∑ 𝑎𝑘−1,𝑡𝜆𝑡

𝑘−1

𝑡=0

+ 𝜆 ∑ 𝑎𝑘,𝑡𝜆𝑡

𝑘

𝑡=0

 

 

  

= ∑(𝑎𝑘−1,𝑡 + 𝑎𝑘,𝑡−1)𝜆𝑡

𝑘+1

𝑡=0

 

 

  

= ∑ 𝑎𝑘+1,𝑡𝜆𝑡

𝑘+1

𝑡=0

. 

 

 

Theorem 1: The coefficients that follow (8) are given by 

 

𝑎𝑟,𝑡 = (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 1

2
⌉

𝑡
), 

(9) 

where ⌈𝑎⌉ is the ceiling function. 

Proof (David Schoch, personal communication, 2019): The equality (9) holds trivially for 𝑟=0,1,2. By direct 

calculation using Lemma 1, 

 

𝑎𝑟−2,𝑡 + 𝑎𝑟−1,𝑡−1 = (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 3

2
⌉

𝑡
) + (⌈

𝑟 + 𝑡 − 3

2
⌉

𝑡 − 1

) 

 

  

= (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 3

2
⌉ + 1

𝑡
) 

 

  

= (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 1

2
⌉

𝑡
) 

 

  = 𝑎𝑟,𝑡.   

The coefficients {𝑎𝑟,𝑡} form a Pascal-like triangle, a flipped form of which was derived by Gould (1965). The 

triangle represented as a lower-triangular matrix, has as its first column 1s, second column repetitions of 

counting numbers, and third column repetitions of triangular numbers. 

Analysing 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟, provides some insight into how 𝜆 controls the strength of feedback in accumulative 

narrative importance. Define the row-sums 

𝑎𝑟 = ∑ (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 1

2
⌉

𝑡
)

𝑟

𝑡=0

. 

Corollary 1: For 𝜆 = 1, 

𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟 = 𝐹𝑟 , 

where 𝐹𝑟 is the 𝑟th Fibonacci number. 

The proof follows easily from noting that 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟 = 𝑎𝑟, and adding row-sums 𝑎𝑟−1 and 𝑎𝑟−2 as in Gould 

(1965). 

Further insight is provided by comparing the highest score at 𝑡 for DAS and DTT. In the following we will only 

consider the highest scores, i.e. 1 + 𝑡𝜆 and 𝐶2−𝛿𝑟,𝑟, respectively. Firstly, the scores are equal for 𝑡 = 0,1. 

The score 1 + 𝑡𝜆 for DAS is linear but the maximal score for DTT is a convex function of 𝑡. Clearly, if 𝜆 = 0, 

the scores for both remain 1. To investigate the conditions for 𝐶2−𝛿𝑡,𝑡 > 1 + 𝑡𝜆, define 𝑟𝑐 =

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡>1{𝑡: 𝐶2−𝛿𝑡,𝑡 > 1 + 𝑡𝜆}. 
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Remark: 𝑟𝑐 exists for 𝜆 > 0 

Proof: A very blunt lower bound is obtained from only using the first half of the coefficients 

𝐶2−𝛿𝑡,𝑟 = ∑ (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 1

2
⌉

𝑡
) 𝜆𝑡

𝑟

𝑡=0

> ∑ (⌈
𝑟

2
⌉

𝑡
) 𝜆𝑡

⌈
𝑟
2

⌉

𝑡=0

= 1 + 𝜆(1 + 𝜆)
⌈
𝑟
2

⌉−1
. 

Consequently, 𝑟𝑐 ≥ 𝑟 for an 𝑟 that satisfies 

(1 + 𝜆)
⌈
𝑟
2

⌉−1
> 𝑟, 

where we can majorize the left-hand side using a known result 

(1 + 𝜆)
⌈
𝑟
2

⌉−1
> exp {

(⌈
𝑟
2⌉ − 1)

2
𝜆

𝜆 (⌈
𝑟
2⌉ − 1) + (⌈

𝑟
2⌉ − 1)

} = 𝑒
(⌈

𝑟
2

⌉−1)𝜆/(𝜆+1)
, 

and thus 𝑟𝑐 satisfies 

1

2

𝜆

𝜆 + 1
>

log(𝑟𝑐)

𝑟𝑐 − 3
. 

Of course, the first part of the inequality can be sharpened considerably, for example 

∑ (⌈
𝑟 + 𝑡 − 1

2
⌉

𝑡
) 𝜆𝑡

𝑟

𝑡=0

> 1 + 𝜆 [⌈
𝑟

2
⌉ + 𝜆 (⌈

𝑟 + 1

2
⌉

2

)] + 𝜆𝑟−2 (𝐹𝑟 − (⌈
𝑟

2
⌉ + (⌈

𝑟 + 1

2
⌉

2

) + 3)). 

For 𝜆 = 1/2, 𝑟𝑐 = 5, and Figure 1 provides 𝑟𝑐 as a function of 𝜆. 

 

Figure A.2. 𝑟𝑐 as a function of 𝜆. 

 

Single Speaker Speech (SSS): For 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛 − 1, assume that only one actor speaks and other actors are only 

spoke to once. Without loss of generality assume that the speaking actor is 𝑖 = 1, and speaking acts are (1,2), 

(1,3), …, (1, 𝑟 + 1), as in Figure A.3.(a). This yields scores of 𝐶𝑖𝑟 = 1, for 𝑖 ∈ {1, 𝑟, 𝑟 + 1, … , 𝑛}, and 𝐶𝑖𝑟 =

1 + 𝜆, for 𝑖 = 2, … , 𝑟 − 1 
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Game of Telephone (GOT): Figure A.3.(b); This type of graph has minimal narrative focus in that dialogue 

is simply passed on, not centring on any of the characters. Without loss of generality assume that the sequence 

is (1,2), (2,3), …, (𝑡 − 1, 𝑡), …, (𝑟, 𝑟 + 1), in which case 

𝐶𝑡𝑟 = ∑ 𝜆𝑠

𝑡

𝑠=0

, 

for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑟 + 1. 

Game of Telephone with Coord (GTC): Figure A.3.(c). Assume that at time 𝑟, speech is directed back to 

(𝑟, 𝑖), where 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟. The score for 𝑟 is clearly 𝐶𝑖𝑟 = ∑ 𝜆𝑡𝑟
𝑡=0  from GOT, and 

𝐶𝑖𝑟+1 = ∑ 𝜆𝑡

𝑖

𝑡=0

+ 𝜆 ∑ 𝜆𝑡

𝑟

𝑡=0

. 

Figure A.3.: Distributed speech dynamic graphs SSS (a), GOT (b), and GTC (c). 

 

Comparing SSS, GOT, and GTC with the two dyadic dynamic graphs DAS and DTT it becomes obvious that a 

dyadic graph will maximise the narrative measure. We offer the following without proof: 

Theorem 2: Let actors be labelled so that 𝐶1𝑘 ≥ 𝐶2𝑘 > 𝐶𝑖𝑘, for 𝑖 > 2, and let 𝐴 = {𝐶𝑗𝑘+1: 𝑗 ∈

[𝑛], (𝑖𝑘+1, 𝑗𝑘+𝑖) ∈ [2](2)}, 𝐵 = {𝐶𝑗𝑘+1: 𝑗 ∈ [𝑛], (𝑖𝑘+1, 𝑗𝑘+𝑖) ∈ {1,2} × {2, … , 𝑛}}, and 𝐶 = {𝐶𝑗𝑘+1: 𝑗 ∈

[𝑛], (𝑖𝑘+1, 𝑗𝑘+𝑖) ∈ [3, . . , 𝑛](2)}, then 

max(𝐴) > max(𝐵) > max(𝐶). 

The interpretation is that dyadic interactions maximise the narrative measure and that interactions involving 

3 or more actors dilute the concentration of the narrative focus. Consequently, 1 + 𝑟𝜆 can be considered a 

maximum if 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐  and ∑ (⌈
𝑟+𝑡−1

2
⌉

𝑡
) 𝜆𝑡𝑟

𝑡=0  if  𝑟𝑐 ≥ 𝑟. 

A.3. Choice of 𝜆 
All parametric centrality measures (e.g. Bonacich and Lloyd 2001; Bonacich and Lu 2012; Katz 1953; Opsahl 

et al. 2010; Taylor et al. 2017) offer the choice of how to set parameter values. The goal for the present measure 

is simplicity, with the effect of the parameter on output values being both clear and sensible. Like other 

parametric measures such as those cited above, different values emphasise different aspects of the 
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phenomenon, and there is no obvious or best value to choose. Thus, we provide in this section some more 

discussion of 𝜆, explaining what the use of the value of 0.01 in our illustrations in Section 5 implies. 

Figure A.5. Speaking and spoken to measures against value of λ (on log scale). 
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The parameter 𝜆 regulates the amount of feedback in the measure (as seen, for example, in comparison of 

DTT and DAS). For The Force Awakens, increasing 𝜆 amplifies dialogue with highly central actors, especially in 

later stages of the narrative. To illustrate this effect, Figure A.4 maps the trajectory of the measures when 

increasing from 𝜆 = 0.01 to 𝜆 = 0.2. 

The final scores for the characters in The Force Awakens are provided as a function of 𝜆 in Figure A.5. Figure 

A.5 shows that the range of output values for the measure remains fairly stable for changes in 𝜆 values at the 

lower end of the scale. The picture of relative character importance painted by the measure does not begin to 

change drastically until 𝜆 begins to reach values of around 0.03-0.04 (the area between the rightmost two 

reference lines in Figure A.5). At this point, increasing 𝜆 causes instability in the narrative, as illustrated by 

crossing lines. Thus, for 𝜆 values beyond this point, the scores become dominated by those characters involved 

in interactions at the conclusion of the film. This illustrates the “show-stealing” quality of higher 𝜆 values 

discussed in Section 5, most clearly seen in Kylo Ren’s rapid rise in relative centrality at higher 𝜆 values, and 

Han Solo’s corresponding decline. When identifying a useful 𝜆 value for the illustrations in Section 5, the range 

of 𝜆 values was narrowed to the area where the output values first begin to spread out in Figure A.5 (the area 

between 0.005 and 0.02) in order to preserve the importance of earlier narrative events, while still allowing for 

events to gain importance as the narrative progresses. 

Character trajectories were then plotted using a selection of 𝜆 values in this range, as shown in Figure A.6. 

These plots were used to more closely consider the sensitivity of the measure in light of the goals of simplicity 

Figure A.6. Examining the effect of 𝜆 values between 0.005 and 0.02 on character trajectories. 
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and clarity. As discussed in Section 5, the 𝜆 value of 0.01 was chosen as a middle-ground between the 

insensitivity of 0.005 and the sensitivity of 0.02. Moreover, the trajectories mapped using the value of 0.01 

appear to correspond with a sensible reading of how the narrative unfolds. This is not to say that 0.01 will be a 

useful value in all cases; for example, narratives with vastly fewer or more events may require more fine-tuning 

to ensure correspondence of output values to the narrative. However, for the present purposes, 0.01 was 

selected as a useful illustrative value. 

To validate the results for The Force Awakens against a more extensive corpus, we calculate the proposed 

measures for each of the first 18 films of the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) – from Iron Man (2008) to Black 

Panther (2018), each coded using exactly the same method as was used for The Force Awakens. This then gives 

us 19 different sets of character scores for each measure. Figures A.7a and A.7b provide a comparison of the 

final scores given by the proposed measures in these 19 films against two existing centrality indices for three 

different 𝜆 values (0.01, 0.05, and 0.1). Figure A.7a compares the proposed measure with the simple indegree 

and outdegree of each character. Figure A.7b compares the proposed measure with the total number of lines 

spoken and received. For all measures, scores have been normalised by dividing a character’s score by the sum 

of the scores for all characters in that film. We again see the effect of higher 𝜆 values on the rank order of 

character importance: for 𝜆 values of 0.05 and 0.1, Kylo Ren is able to steal the show by overtaking Rey in 

importance despite speaking drastically fewer lines (Figure A.7b). 

For each individual film we also calculate the Spearman rank correlation of the final normalised scores with 

the normalised outdegree/indegree and normalised number of lines spoken/received for a range of 𝜆 values. 

These correlations are plotted in Figure A.8. Figure A.8 shows that the final rank order of character importance 

given by the proposed measures is highly correlated with that given by the number of lines spoken/received, 

but that the association is weaker for higher 𝜆 values. The same cannot be said for the rank correlation between 

Figure A.7a. Speaking and spoken to measures against outdegree and indegree for 𝜆 = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1. Black 

points indicate characters from The Force Awakens, blue points indicate characters from 18 MCU films. 
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the proposed measures and indegree/outdegree, where the association is weaker across each 𝜆 value. This 

illustrates that degree offers a picture of relative character importance that often corresponds only spuriously 

Figure A.7b. Speaking and spoken to measures against number of lines spoken and received for 𝜆 = 0.01, 0.05, 

and 0.1. Black points indicate characters from The Force Awakens, blue points indicate characters from 18 MCU 

films. 

Figure A.8. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for proposed measures against lines spoken/received and 

outdegree/indegree for five values of 𝜆. 
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to the extent to which the narrative is told through those characters. 

Finally, a summary measure across all 𝜆 is provided by area under the curve for the scores in Figure A.5. 

which may be obtained through numerically integrating the scores ∫ 𝐶𝑖(𝜆)𝑑𝜆
1

0
. The total area under curve for 

each actor is provided in Figure A.9. 
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